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bilingual programs would be comparable and of equal worth. Since some
U.S. citizens and resident aliens whose native language is not-
English sometimes have difficulties in.their native language,, it is

also suggested that foreign language remedial programs, comparable to
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L.L1 Introduction

This paper addresses three current issues:

1. Bilingual equcation

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

2)0 "YAy Cho%a-

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

. 2. United States citizens and reStdent aliens whose first

language is not English, and who are experiencing difficulty

in higher Pducation.

1. International students atudying in the U.S. whose ties with'

their home countries,bemcome so tenuous that thev hesitate to

return home.

Bilingual Education

Bilingual education has been defined as the involvement of two

languages, one of which is English, as the medium of instruction. The

use of both languages for the same student population is a kev com-

Ponent of the total curriculum.
*

One can find a variety of elementary bilingual programs. There

are Foreign Language Experience (FLES) Programs, Second Language in

the Eiementarv School (SLES) Programs, immersion, submersion and tran-

sitional programs (Rand 1982:6-7). Studies have teen made of these

elementary bilingual programs; their failures and successes are known

as well as the philosophies which guide them. However, there are only

approximately half of one percent of U.S. elementary schools which

have hilingual Programs. Similarly, there are few secondary schbols

which have bilingUal programs. In hoth the elementary and secondary

schools most of the bilingual programs are transitional.

Bilingual children have been shown to measure at significantly

)ligher levels than monolinguals when divergent thinking is measured

(nonverbal ability) , indicating that there are Positive cognitive con-

sequences to being bilingual'(Kessler and Ouinn 1982:60) , even though

the "cognitive orientation of thinking, reading and writing in two

languages Presents a ma7ior problem." (Rodriguez 1978:18-20).

Empirical studies in Canada to assess the linguistic, intellectual

and attitudinal consequences of participation in immersion
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programs (show that the) students make impressive gains in.fluencv

and communication skills, and that they are able to handle content

subjects at appropriate grade levels" (Tucker 1974:67).
r °

Those students enrolled in bilingual proqams are shown to be enjoying

their classes, growing in equal-fluencv in both languages, and to be

ahead of monolingual students of comparitive grade levels. Some of

these students are able to continue wIth bilingual classea in secon-

dary schools. Many of them are not because there-are few secondary

bilingual education programs.

Immersion'elementarv and secondary.schools also exist in France,

Germany, Latin America, the U.S.S.R, Canada, the Arab word and many

other countries. Since the inception of a strong immersion bilingual

orOgram in Welsh schools there ha been "increased demand for Welsh

instruction at' the university level" (Fishman 1976:132).

Language conflicts in guebec have made the U.S. cTutirgus about

developing a bilingual education Policy foi the public scbools since

it is thought that'llftingual education might'promote

separate communities and social unrest. Although friction has also

occurred between dissimilar linauistic groups in India, the

widespread use of dissimilar languages in Switzerland, the Peoples

RePublic of China, and the U.S.S.R. has not caused social unrest; even

though separate linguistic communities exist (Tiaughlin 1482:4-13).

Even though linguistic Aifferences might be prevalent in a society,

there are manv'factors which might conttibute to the unrest of any

given community.

What do we hear of bilinaualism in hiaher education? Some depart-

ments of education train students to teach in bilingual classrooms,

Nothing more! What eio we read in the journals concerning bilingualism

in higher education? Nothing! why? Billnaual programs do not exist

in higher education Since there are no bilingual programs in higher

education the needs of the public schools are not being met. Since

the example set by the elementary schools previously mentionee, is not

being emulated, the achieyements'made by the chilAren in those schools

ao not accrue as the students become academically capable cif further

arowth. Many elementary students return to being monolingual

English-speaking because of the lack of bilingual programs at the
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secnnlarv level and in higher education. The time, effort and money

c. expended during the.elementarv school Years are wasted. It is as Much

a waste of achievement to lose the languages which these students have

'3

gained, as it is fdr the non-native English sneakers to lose their

native languages,

U.S. Citizens and Resident Aliens.

In recent times large numbers of non-English-speaking People have

settled in the United States (eq Vietnamese, taotian, Rmong, Pderto
,

'Rican), as well as in some other countries. There are also People

indigenous to the United States who natively speak a language other

than, Nnglish. Tn the next twenty years there.will he large "numbers of

non-English-speaking studentsin U.S. colleges and dhivprsities who
/

sbeak English as a Second,Lanquage. panish and Vietnamese sneakers

will form the largest groups. Many of liese people have language

problems which stem from an inaccurate grasp of either both Engilish

-
and their mother tongue, or with their mother tongue since they may

have had a chance to develop their English at school.

After the Second World War, with the emphasis on national unity,

existing immersOn U.S. bilingual schools were viewed as a means of

dividing communities along language lines since native languages,

other than English, were maintained. It is known that lanquage"and

culture are very closely tied together; and that disuse of one

language, in favor of another, weakens the ties one has with,ones own

culture. -1;he proponents of monolingualism failed to recognize that

language, home and culture are inextricably linked to the community in

which one lives; that loss of seff esteem occurs as a peoples cultural

identity is.torn away from them. As self esteem anA cultural identity

are lost, ri is Pride in one's country. , As a People are unwillingly

divorced from their count they are cast adrift in a society which

holds neither root, nor resting blace.

Alternatively; those people with firm roots in a language and

culture of their own are'strong and adventurous enough,to bqcom

involved in their country, to Progress and to help others prog essit

These are the people who become leaders in their respective firelds,

and in their communities.

s 0 0
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Internationaff'Students

-Tnternationat students have found that their'linguistic ties with

their motNilr countries havebecome gradually weakened the longer they

are awav from home. It seems that no matter mhich foreign country

students go to,for further study, s9me ot those students want tlo

remain in the foreign country. li'art of the reason comes with Maturity

and the desire

tieS with hOme

and Dart of it

to establish rootu Part of i;t. is dueto a weakening df
\

caused bv.the new experiences in the foreign country,

is thnough use of the foreign language and,Misuse of

the native language.

Nationalization and Immigratiowofficials, and international stu-

dent advlsors, are required to see that International students oft Fl

visas return home shoi.t1V afte; graduaiori from college or university.

Some interiational students have come to feel that-they have been
4-1

caught in a Tilman's land between two languages.,and-two cultures, with

a .ihird choice, another country - g.new country. being the only way

out.,

In 19,6 there were 800,000 international students in the world.

Todav(it is estimated that) theke are orobably.a million. Many

of these are in both western 'Europe and North America. (Smith

1881:45-165).

Three-quarters of the international studemts in North America and

Western Europe are in five countries: 17!anarla, the U.S.,. Prance, nreat'
A

Britain and west Germany.. Some of the stud nt flow is reciprocal

beween these five countries, but most ofjt i a movement from Third

World countiies to the developed countries, The largest numbers of

international 'tudepts are in graduate school.

, The international student gaimh a great deal from stuAving in a

foreign country, but the host.country also benefits. Some of the edu-

cational benefits of having international students are:

. . . the stimulus of international contact, the contribution of

(intdrnational) students to research programs, reciprocal access

to other countries' institutions, collaboration in inter-

nationally funded reseanch, (Bruce 1982:491):-.

.Language Study, the promotion of the free flow of knowledge across

.national trontiers and international cooperation are,other benefits of

-
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being host. to international students. Tt is, therefore, to the advan-

tage of the developed nations to assist in the education of Third

World Nations; esneciallv.since education is considered to be a major-

form of economic. assistance (Rruce 1982:489-491).

SimilarlY, there are many People involved in the marketplace who

\\ know the advantages of being ible to read and converse in mqre than

one language. Comierce, Politics, international law,'aspects of edu-

cation, FOreign travel, ad infinitum, demand a knowledge of another

language.

Higher Education

Hisporically, universities and colleges have'become known as

bastions of tradition, and forerunners of change in education. Tt is

at these entersif higher.learning that theories, ideas, philosophies

and discoveries have been created, voiced,'fired imagination, and

I disseminated, causing change in ttie-f4hric of society. Tn todiy's
%

/ woild the universities and college; boneinue dh their leadership rple,

even thOugh some majcr industries have entered the ield of'educatioh.

exdept in the area of bilingual education.

According to Rodriguez the cognitive prob.lem of thinking, reading' '

and writing in two languages (dt more) is ininate (Rodriguez

1978:18-20). One must experience language in each of these aspects,

through all stages of cognitive growth, to learn hoW to think and feel

In the languages known:'''One way in.which one can become eglally

fluent in two 8r more languages, especially in ones,professional
,

field, -is to receive doursework in more than one language.

In the humanities it'is commonly accepted that literature be

studied in the originallanguAge. French majors study Maunassant and

Molfere in.Prench, for example. Most of the Students who Oraduate,

with a humanities language degree become teachers. At present, there

are very few teaching positions available for the large numbers of

humanities majors who graduate annually. However., there are large
, ,

numbers.of,positions in both business and industry which could be

filled by those same student, if they were able to use,their f8teign

language in the marketprace. Unfortunately, the language of humani-

'ties and the language of the maiketPlace are not always

interchangeable. /There is a world of difference between.crving,
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'Romeo, Romeo, whefe art thou Romeo?", in whatever language one cares

tb use and trying t...o communicate in a second language about an imnor-.
. .

tant computer sale.

The touiist indUstrIr and the Parks and Forest Service are other

area which codld employ largenumbers of humanities language gra-:

6
duates if they learned enough, in their foreign language training, to

intelligently coliduct tours and discuss subiect specific matefial in

that language (foreStry, for exWmple).

There is a need for bilingual programs in higher education.

Changes need to be made in college and univertity graduation require-
,

ments which will encourage biringualism, enaWqe the United States to

come closer to realizing its potential of cultivating a multilingual

society, and cause international students to maintain stronger ties

with their native countries.

If a society in which people are more equal in their 'opportunities

t6 experience success, and to exercise control over their awn desti-

nies, is.to he created, we must Aeal with-this issue of bilingualism

in higher education ... (Apo1e'1983:326).

Junior and Community Colleges

If bilingual education is to succeed it must be available to all.

Junior colleges end open universities have remedial English classes

open to all students whose English is below ptandard. Just as many

native-English-sPeaking people have less than standard command of the

language, some other people have less than standard command of their

native languages. In an area where there are a large number of
/

Vietnamese, it would be reasonable to find classes in remedial

Vietnamese for those who need to improve their Vietnamese language

skills, as well as remedial English for those required to iMprove

their English language skills." These classes would be in addition to

the second language classes in English, and Vietnamese as a foreign

language, provided for those who need them.- The second language

classes should be open to all who are inter-ested. Those students who

natively speak a language other than English should have that language

fostered while they are learning English. Monolingual,English

speakers need to be encouraged,to sneak another language.

Figure.l outlines a,model of the bilingual drogram dt a iunior
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community college. It can be noticed that everyone will be required

to take the'd.core classes in Englishrrand that'those People enrolled in

a bilingukl,prolii; will be able,to take 50% of their dlasses in

/ another language. Ideallkl, the core subjects wodld also becoMe

bilingual. Sucti Progrhms can, at first, only be.institOted in areas

where there are large groups of non-EngliSh-meaking Peoples.

It is possible that dissension could occur concerning what version

of the foreign language should be taught. ShoUld it, foia example, be

Castillian Spanish, or Argentinian, or Mexican, or ...? The answer to

that lies in tile needs of the community.

There are some who might atgue that a bilingual program such as

tbis would be another gompensatory program for minorities, and that it

will cause.eddcation in general to suffer; that monolingual teacherp

will lose their -lobs; that most teachers cannot b4Come bilingual,.and

that the community will be divided by a Plethora of linguistic groups.

As I have,previously stated, these things need not occur.

.Eeucation through the use of two languages as a medium of

instruction is designed for all members of society; it is not for

minorities alone..,Minoritv students would certainly he More,

encouraged to enroll id bilingeal courses Provided in higher educa-

tion, but also those students who are from the maioritv Oroup would

be encouraged to develop their language skills in areas other,than

English, particularly if they were entering politics or international

relations, or other similar fields. V'

Those students who are successfla in a bilingual Program will

become role models for their peets and those who are younger, thus

building self esteem in ethers. For many students bilingual education

programs, such as that which has been Proposed, will be a step tin-the

educational laper which they might not otherwise have taker1,4--
.°

Universitipe

It is suggested that, where possible, two .17rograms of study should

be offexed in the universities; one for monolingual students.and one

for bilingual students. Eoth programs would be comparable and of

equal worth. "the universities, for example, have large numbers of

Spanish-sneaking students enrolled'in law programs. According to
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this Proposed bilingual program, half of the law classes would he

taught in Smanish and half in English. AilingUal programs, such as

this, would be available.to anyone who could meet the university or

college entrance'requirements, whether their first language was

English hr another.

Many universities are now requiring broader and deeper language

study from armlicants for university, places. lrheoretioallv, ificoming

students should he far more capable of handling lower division course

work in a foreign language than were former students. Also, many of

these students would natively sPeak a language other than English and'

be, Perhaps, even more prepared for the foreign language classroom.

Pigure2 outlines a Model of a bilingual program at a university.

The General Education requirements are all in English; the foreign

languages will he taught in the fo eign language; the bilingual

Programs will he 50% in,English an 50% in the other language(s)

offered. Ideally, the G.E. progra would also become bifingual.

The students would benefit hv Decomin g conversant with the spe-

cialized language of other fields,in more than one language, and the

iob market for them will immediately become larger. Use of both

,languages in the market place will help to increase feelings of self

esteem in those who habitually speak a language other than English,
0

rather 'than feelings of deprecation which have often been the case.

International students will feel more-comfortable if half of 'their

coursework could he accomplished in their natiYe tongue. Also, they

would be learning the specialized language of their fields in their

own tongues, which would help lessen any feelings of foreignness which

they might have upon returning home. In addition, such bilingual ,

Programs would lessen the need for translation in thei native

countries as a cadre of native specialists was built who were writing,

'publishing, and making formal presentations in their native tongues.

Political and economic relations would be improved as more People'

entered those fields with fluency in more than one language.

Implementation of the Proposed Bilingual Program

In many universities, language study is,required of maw' students

if:they wish to enter a university. Often, the foreign lanauagesathey

learn are usually prerequisites for further language study or of
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1ii4rature written in that language. The foreign language is not uaed

as a meMum of instruction for other coursework outside the humanities_

curriculum. There are universal henefits in acquirinAnd possessing
a

Al
comoetelice in another lanquage. Yet, as we know,'there is a Aif-

%

ference between knowing a language and being able to use it within the

context of a'discipline. Being able to converse socially is not the

same as being able to discuss ones profession or vocation in

appropriate terminology.

Prom this knowledge of the ,disparity between knowing a

language and using it has grown the study of langpages for academic,

or others Purposes. .

When implementing a
.

new Programme aua1ifie4 personnel are always
-

sought f1rst.x4'The European Community officiaIlv recommends to its

member. countries that t:he children of immigrantS shCcld have instruc-

tion in both their native l'anguage and the hos'i cointrv languapzl.

France has negotiated agreements with m'any of:the cciUntries.of origin
r

of its immigrants to sponsor integrated courses which provide
4 A

immigrant children mith three hours of instruction a week in their

native language. The courses are offered iethere are larae numhers

of children, and if there is parefttal demand. teachers are paid

by the countries of-oFigin 03ruce 1982/6 ).

The FulbrighE-Havs educational progra has, "Since 1946, brought

85,000 foreign scholars to the United States. Fortm million dollars

wap added to the cultural and.educational programs last vear.

According to Weiker (1983:85) "these prograds buv more secOritv than

the defense budget." These visiting scholars are fluent speakers of

their own languages and eminent in their own fields. why could not

similar agreements be made with them to teach in the universities, as

the wrench do with their foreign language teachers? The'visiting

scholars could teach in their native languages, and be paid either by

the host universities, or by the institution, or government, from

which they caine.

Tn addition to the visitin g scholars there are minv.indigenous

teachers who are fluent in another language, who would be able to

/M

teach content subjects in that language. So e teachers could mak e,

the trantitition from teachtng in English tc/ teaching ion the other -
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language without any problems, other teachers would need some time,

and training, to make the change. If needed, teachert could he sliared

between thetcolleges and universities in local areas.

voreign students on Fl and ,71 visas are currently allowed a Period

of Practical training in the host country after graduation. Those

Foreign students graduating with masters and doctoral degrees could

remain in the host country teaching content sublects within their

iisciplines, either in the public schools or in an institute of higher

education. Their remuneration could be negotiated similarly to that

of visiting scholars.

Relp could he sought from those industries which already employ

bilingual professionals; lecturers or worksho0 leaders could be

loaned, rotated into teaching, or be contracted to teach a single

nourse; Funds could be supplied for the writing or purchase of

appropriate journals and texts in specific areas - the MA programs,

For example.

The community college, created to sierye the needs and desires of

the conut mnity, serves many People and often serves as a springboard

into further study. It would be lr ideal place in.which courses could -

be offered in languages other than English; bioloqv.in French,7for

examplet geography in Spanish, or-history in Vietnamepe.

Communicativk competence in the subjects studied/ as well as

knowledge of the subjects, should be the goal in all classes at all

levels of education.

The availability of textbooks would he the second issue. t woud

be impossible to conduct a biology class in French while using English

textbooks. Relevant textbooks and other materials could be bought

from other countries while, cOncurrentiv, ones Own educators could be

encouraged to write and develon materials in foreign languages.

Pi third major concern would he devising ways to equally halance

each half of the bilingual program." It must be required that a

transcriot, for a student majoring in bilingual education, show 90% of -

the coursework in English, and 50% in another language. Also, it

w9uld be advisable to Plan the sequence of courses to be taken so that

it would be difficult for a class to he composed entirely of studens

From one language background. The purpose of bilingual education

1 :3'
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would he defeated if that were so.

Fourthly, we peed to be concerned with those dtudents, not in

bilingual programs, but required<:th take certain classes which happen

to be part of bilingual programs. If the required course is in

Fmglish there is no problem; nor is there a ,problem if the required

course is in another language, hut the student is capable of taking

the course in that language. However, there would be a problem if the

student mere required to take a class in childhood psychology taught

only in Chinese. In today's computer age the planning of coursework

within, and between, university colleges is not the Problem it could

otherwise be.

Lastly, there is the need to consider the cost of setting Up the

proposed bilingual program, and the time it would take to oraanize it.

Many universities already have competent faculties, staff, visiting

Professors and graduate students who would be able to teach in

languages other than English. There would he no need for additional

classroom space, or other similar facilities, since many students

already registered in the institute of higher education would transfer

to the bilingual programs. There would sitplvebe a,need for reorgani-

zation Of what was already available. Textbooks, teaching mat4rials,

secretarial time and computer time would initially command the laraest

financial outlay. Some of this expense would he offset if some

visiting scholars and graduate assistants received remuneration from

their governments or businesses, and by diminished expense on mono-

lingual programs.

The time involved in setting up the Program depends upon what the

institution already has available, and what it is willing to do. Once

the bilingual program is set in motion it should be with the tacit

understanding of all concerned that it can, and will, work.

The key to the effectiveness of this Proposed bilingual program is

community need, and faculty interest.

There arte no laws governing the institution of bilingual programs

in institutions of higher education in the U.S.; there is simply an

executive order which stipulates that the States are responsible for

the education of their own citizenry.. Similarly, the countries of

Western Europe and Canada are responsible for the education of their
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own citizens. Tt can, therefore, be imdlied that if people show a

need for a specific bilingual program, or programs, that !efforts

should be made to meet the need. The need could he one.of a large

group of people with one common language other than English; or it

could he the need of business, government and industry for bilingual'

employees, or it could he something else.

Administrators need to assess the present and future needs of the

student body and community. Comprehensive planning requires bhe

gathering of sound, clear, information; educatiOn of the community and

facultv;and involvement or the community and faculty in all phases of

the Planning and building stages of the program. Active involvement

of the community and faculty will enable the Project to be implemented

far more effectively than if they sit on committeeqe At all times

attention should be drawn to the positive aspects of the Program; and

its function both nationally and internationaly should be examined

Frequently.

Teacher Training

The bilingual teacher training Programs which currently exAst have

language teaching as their goal; that, as 1 see it, is only one aspect

of a bilingual program. A bilingual teacher education Program should

require that 50% of the student teacher's major emphasis be taught in

the foreign language.

A student who, for example, is going to earn a bilingual history

degree must he hle teach history in both English and another language

with equal facility. Also, a bilingual student preparing to teach

language must be able to teach English and another language with equal

Facility.

The teacher training program implemented should recognize thp

linguistic, ethnic, racial, economic, cultural andloolitical settings

of thothe who_natively use the foreign language, while, at the same

time, recognizing the fact that people are not hound by their

cultures, and that they are free to be different despite the image of

stereotypes. Eilinaual teacher training should emphasize the develgo-,

ment of cultural language attitudes, language skills and the acquisi-'

tion of kn9wledge. The teacher must know the content of instruction

ue



well, he able to uSe the foreign language to teach content, and must

he able to transmit that knowledge to the students in a language they

will linderstand (Troike and Saville-Troike

Summary

We are living in a multilingual 'society where it is an advantage

to be fluent in more than one language, at least Within the context of

ones own vocation, or profession. Righer education, in its role of

leader', must demonstrate how bilingualism can be fostered main-

tained through the organization of bilingual courses of study:

Strong bilingual programs, in higher education, could lead to

increasing numbers of indigenous, qualified, nonnative English-

speaking students in degree seeking programs; to closer academic links.

with universities in other countries; and to stronger ties between

international students in their home countries.

Tnternational relations would he improved, both economically and

politically, if world leaders were linguistically competent in maee

than one language.
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